
Fueling Progress,
Driving Change with
Renewable Diesel.
RV Jensen is your trusted partner in the journey toward a
sustainable future. As a leader in fuel distribution, we
are dedicated to providing premium fuel solutions that
enable businesses across industries, including
agriculture, construction, and any type of diesel fleet, to
embrace cleaner energy and make a positive impact on
the environment. With our expertise and commitment to
sustainability, we offer renewable diesel as a forward-
thinking solution that fuels progress and drives change.

Renewable diesel is a next-generation, low-carbon fuel
that offers numerous advantages over traditional diesel
fuel. It is derived from renewable feedstocks with low
carbon intensity, making it a more environmentally
friendly alternative. Unlike biodiesel, renewable diesel is
an engineered molecule with controlled properties,
ensuring optimal combustion and higher performance in
diesel engines. It offers a simple switch for businesses
with diesel fleets, as it is fully compatible with existing
diesel engines and requires no modifications. rvjensen.com

(800) 366-8210



Rely on RV Jensen's longstanding reputation and expertise in fuel distribution to provide you with
high-quality renewable diesel and exceptional customer service.

Renewable Diesel Benefits

Lower  Carbon Footprint High Performance

Simple Switch More Efficient Engine

Reduce carbon emissions and lower your
business's environmental footprint with the use
of renewable diesel. Renewable diesel and
biodiesel may seem similar, but they are distinct.
Renewable diesel is a pure hydrocarbon fuel akin
to fossil diesel, it is sourced sustainably from
100% renewable raw materials.

Experience enhanced engine performance
and power with renewable diesel, provided by
RV Jensen's expertise in fuel distribution.
Most heavy vehicle manufacturers, such as
Cummins, Detroit Diesel, Caterpillar, Volvo
Trucks, Paccar, Mack, John Deere, & others
have approved the use of neat renewable
diesel in their engines.

 Seamlessly transition to renewable diesel, a
fully compatible and regulated fuel,
ensuring easy compliance with
environmental regulations. Partner with RV
Jensen to access sustainable fuel options
that support a greener future and
demonstrate your commitment to
sustainability.

Renewable diesel, boasting a significantly
higher cetane rating compared to CARB diesel
or biodiesel, takes performance to the next
level. Its premium quality empowers engines
to burn fuel more efficiently than regular
diesel, delivering remarkable performance
enhancements.

As your one-stop, independent petroleum and lubricants supplier, our employees are dedicated to
providing a full range of products throughout California, including Fresno, Madera, Kings, Tulare,
Kern, Stanislaus, Monterey, Merced, Mariposa, and Santa Barbara counties.
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